
A HISTORY OF THE SONG DYNASTY IN CHINA

The Song dynasty was an imperial dynasty of China that began in and lasted until The Song government was the first in
world history to issue banknotes or true paper money nationally and the first Chinese government to.

So how was it that the Mongols defeated the Song? Silk and porcelain were the two most valuable exports.
After their fall to the Jin, the Song lost control of North China. In addition to all the inventions and reforms,
the Song left behind a wealth of architecture that you can visit in many Chinese cities. In the year , a general
named Zhao Kuangyin of one of the 8 kingdoms, Northern Zhou, rebelled against his own king and the court
officials and established a new dynasty â€” the Song. The new emperor, Gaozong, set up his capital city in the
wealthy and large merchant city of Hangzhou in the year  Learn More. Dougong and other wooden
architecture techniques were the Song Empires' major architectural innovation for erecting massive wooden
structures in the earthquake-prone region, and their techniques were adopted throughout East Asia. The Bei
Song dynasty at Bianjing had begun a renewal of Buddhism and of literature and the arts. In due course,
however, the dynasty began to decline. Legacy Clearly, the Song legacy is China as the world knows it today.
Song court officials were generally chosen based on their performance on the Imperial Exam. In the decorative
arts the Song dynasty marked a high point in Chinese pottery. The new nineteen-year-old Emperor Shenzong
r. The Mongols helped them to conquer the Jin, but then turned on the Song. In the east, by the year , there
were 8 small kingdoms. The population couldn't grow. In , the Northern Song launched a campaign into
Xining and Haidong in modern Qinghai province , occupying territory that was controlled by the Tibetan
Gusiluo regime since the 10th century. It was built almost 1, years ago in the year of brick and wood and
utilizes the Han people's highly developed and rugged wooden architecture techniques to withstand the
numerous big earthquakes that strike in the region. Theaters, performing arts stages, and teahouses with
regular treatrical and musical entertainment became common. The Song used very high firing temperatures
and learned to accurately shape their ceramics and apply such exquisitely beautiful artwork that it was the
finest ceramic made in the world up to that time. A seated wooden Bodhisattva statue, Jin dynasty â€” They
essentially crippled their girls for life. Drought-resistant and fast-growing rice was introduced to southern
China. Unfortunately for the Song, the Mongols copied their ideas and ended up using these weapons against
them. It was the philosophy of bureaucrats from the Song era until the end of the Qing Era except during the
Yuan Dynasty â€” era. After Mongolian conquered the entire northern part of China, it invaded Song Dynasty
and established the Yuan Dynasty in  Widespread printing of the Confucian Classics and the use of movable
type, beginning in the 11th century, brought literature and learning to the people. Captives and captured land
were mutually exchanged. When Emperor Taizu began reigning over empire in , the Liao Empire in the
northeast was a military threat. The Song ships were chained together, and this made them easy targets. They
disliked his pushing for reforms for the recruitment system, higher pay for minor local officials to discourage
against corruption, and wider sponsorship programs to ensure that officials were drafted more on the basis of
their intellect and character. The subsequent two years of war pushed the Song south and separated the
dynasty into two distinct periods: the Northern Song pre-Jurchen and the Southern Song post-Jurchen.


